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Abstract With a gene required for each phenotypic trait, direct genetic encodings may
show poor scalability to increasing phenotype length. Developmental systems may alleviate
this problem by providing more efficient indirect genotype to phenotype mappings. A novel
classification of multi-cellular developmental systems in evolvable hardware is introduced.
It shows a category of developmental systems that up to now has rarely been explored.
We argue that this category is where most of the benefits of developmental systems lie
(e.g. speed, scalability, robustness, inter-cellular and environmental interactions that allow
fault-tolerance or adaptivity). This article describes a very simple genetic encoding and
developmental system designed for multi-cellular circuits that belongs to this category.
We refer to it as the morphogenetic system. The morphogenetic system is inspired by
gene expression and cellular differentiation. It focuses on low computational requirements
which allows fast execution and a compact hardware implementation. The morphogenetic
system shows better scalability compared to a direct genetic encoding in the evolution of
structures of differentiated cells, and its dynamics provides fault-tolerance up to high fault
rates. It outperforms a direct genetic encoding when evolving spiking neural networks for
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pattern recognition and robot navigation. The results obtained with the morphogenetic system
indicate that this “minimalist” approach to developmental systems merits further study.
Keywords Evolutionary computation . Developmental system . Genotype to phenotype
mapping . Evolvable hardware . Neural network
1 Introduction
Evolvable hardware (EHW) is a new approach to the creation of electronic circuits that has
been explored in the last 10 years [34]. It consists in using evolutionary algorithms (e.g.
genetic algorithms) to create electronic circuits. This approach showed that novel or more
efficient circuits than those obtained with traditional techniques can be found [9, 79, 86].
EHW is believed to have a lot of potential [9], for instance in adaptive hardware [39], or in
fault-tolerant hardware [43], and it gains support in the industrial community [35].
However, the complexity of evolved circuits remains limited when using direct genetic
encodings because the size of the genetic string grows with the size of the phenotype and
leads to large search spaces [32, 40, 42, 87]. This problem is also encountered when evolving
neural networks [9].1
One possible solution may be to use an indirect genetic encoding which takes the form of
a developmental process [45, 91]. A small number of “instructions" in the genotype encodes
for a larger phenotype and by consequence the size of the search space is reduced.
Evolvability may be improved if the encoding is biased toward locations of the search
space that are more likely to contain good solutions, or if the encoding and the genetic
operators generate a fitness landscape better suited for search by evolutionary algorithms.
Furthermore, a developmental process may interact with the environment to provide the
adaptivity and robustness seen in biological organisms [59].
Such genetic encodings are referred to as embryogenics [45], embryogeny [6], artificial
ontogeny [8], morphogenic evolutionary computation [2], or artificial embryology [11]. We
refer to them simply as developmental systems.
In this article we describe a very simple (trying to be “minimalist”) genetic encoding
and developmental system for multi-cellular systems called the morphogenetic system. It is
inspired by gene expression and cellular differentiation and focuses on low computational
complexity. This is important in evolutionary computation, that requires the evaluation
of a lot of candidate solutions, and in hardware applications, that have limited available
resources. The morphogenetic system is suited for compact hardware implementation. It
was developed initially to suit the dynamic reconfiguration needs of a bio-inspired multi-
cellular2 reconfigurable electronic circuit called POEtic [84]. However, the intention is for
1 The challenge of growth of complexity is usually associated with genetic representation [88], but other
aspects may limit the complexity of evolved circuits. An important one is fitness evaluation, that may take a
lot of time when complex behaviors are desired (e.g. when evolving a robot controller, sufficient time must
be allowed for the robot to perform its task before assigning the fitness). Fostering environmental interactions
or emergence are also key issues. Arguments in favor of genetic encodings that include developmental
mechanisms were evidenced in the context of genetic programming [4] but are also relevant here.
2 A multi-cellular circuit is a circuit composed of a number of interconnected cells that are the elementary
functional blocks of the circuit. For example cells can implement the functionality of a logic gate, of a signal
processing element, of a neuron, etc.
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it to be generic. It is not tied to a specific hardware or software platform and it can be used
to evolve any type of multi-cellular phenotypes.
A short review and a new classification of developmental systems in evolvable hardware
is given in Section 2. Section 3 describes the morphogenetic system. Section 4 investigates
its capacity to evolve 2D structures of various complexity and compares it to a direct
encoding. Scalability is tested in Section 5 by evolving phenotypes of different size, and
the morphogenetic system is shown to outperform a direct encoding. The capacity of the
dynamics of the morphogenetic system to withstand faults is investigated in Section 6,
where it is shown that it is able to recover differentiated patterns of cells even at high fault-
rates. The morphogenetic system is then used to evolve spiking neural networks for pattern
recognition and robot control. Results are presented in Section 7 and shown to outperform
those obtained with a direct genetic encoding. The morphogenetic system is analyzed in
Section 8. In particular the effect of the parameters of the system on the best fitness and
on the resulting phenotypic complexity is extensively discussed. Also the morphology of
phenotypes obtained by the developmental process is studied. Results are discussed in
Section 9 before concluding in Section 10.
2 Developmental systems
Over the last 40 years, several scientists have proposed mathematical models of develop-
ment, notably Turing’s morphogenesis [83], Lindenmayer’s L-Systems [52] and Kauffman’s
random Boolean networks [41]. Models of development were introduced in the genotype to
phenotype decoding since the 1990s, with the objective of reducing the size of the search
space, or providing more biologically plausible evolutionary systems. De Garis, in his 1992
PhD thesis, predicted that the combination of evolution and development would be applied
to electronic circuits [11].
Developmental systems in evolvable hardware can be grouped in two categories: those that
control the development of a multi-cellular circuit (i.e. a circuit whose functionality is given
by interconnected elementary cells), and those that control the development of an abstract
representation of the circuit (e.g. the decoding of a genetic programming tree into a circuit
made of discrete components [48]). Since the morphogenetic system applies to multi-cellular
systems we consider the former category. In this case a developmental system controls the
behavior of cells, notably their growth, division, differentiation and possibly death.
Developmental systems can consist of biologically inspired gene regulatory networks that
control the cell behavior [27, 47]. Gene regulatory networks act as programs within the cells.
However these cell programs need not necessarily mimic genes and proteins; they can be
more general programs. For example the cell program can also be a cellular automata [14]
or a simple electronic circuit as in Miller’s Developmental Cartesian Genetic Programming
[59]. The cell program can even be a neural network [19] or an interpreted programming
language [30], although these last two systems were only applied to the development of
neural networks in software. Since simulating gene regulatory networks or cell programs
may be computationally intensive, more abstract developmental systems such as L-Systems
can be used [31, 82]. Developmental systems can also provide fault-tolerance in electronics
by letting the circuit develop on spare cells in case of faults as in Embryonics [56, 57]
or by letting the developmental system repair or grow new cells [47, 53, 54, 59]. Highly
reorganizable genomes were considered for the evolution of analog networks to allow for
complexity growth [58]. Developmental systems for evolvable hardware are further reviewed
in [67].
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Software or hardware implementation
Centralized or distributed implementation
Development program runs once or continuously
Fig. 1 Classification of developmental systems used in evolvable hardware. We distinguish between devel-
opmental systems executed in software or hardware. For those executed in hardware, their implementation
can be either centralized (e.g. in a dedicated coprocessor) or cellular. In the latter case environmental or
inter-cellular interactions may continuously influence the developmental process, in which case development
is online. On the other hand if development is executed only once to obtain the phenotype then development
is offline
We introduce here a new classification of developmental systems employed in evolvable
hardware based on key characteristics of their hardware implementation (Fig. 1).
Inspired by the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic evolution in evolvable hardware
[14], that distinguishes the physical implementation of an evolved circuit from its software
simulation, we distinguish similarly between the execution of the developmental system
in software or in hardware. Extrinsic developmental system means that the developmental
mechanism is executed in software (e.g. on a desktop computer). The resulting circuit is
then implemented physically or simulated. Intrinsic developmental system means that the
developmental system is implemented in hardware, generally the same hardware as the one
where the circuit that is evolved is evaluated (e.g. the same chip).3
In the case of an intrinsic developmental system we distinguish between a centralized
implementation or a distributed or cellular implementation. In a centralized implementation
a single hardware unit (e.g. a CPU or a dedicated coprocessor) runs the developmental
mechanism in the same device as the evolved circuit. In a cellular approach the developmental
system is executed by many independent but communicating units or cells that implement
the developmental process in addition to their normal functionality.
Finally, in online development the developmental process runs continuously to decode the
genotype into the phenotype. Development may thus react to inter-cellular or environmental
signals while the circuit operates. This may allow for characteristics that are seen in living
organisms such as self-repair or adaptation. In offline development the developmental process
decodes the genotype into the phenotype in one step. Once the phenotype is obtained the
developmental process stops. Although this does not allow inter-cellular or environmental
interactions, this may save hardware resources.
Up to now, few developmental systems used in evolvable hardware are intrinsic [13, 53,
56, 82]. Among the intrinsic developmental models, Embryonics is a system that provide
3 This terminology does not indicate whether the developmental system “grows” directly the configuration
string of physical hardware or of “virtual hardware” where e.g. an FPGA is configured to implement another
circuit, which then undergoes development and evolution. In other words, intrinsic developmental system does
not indicate whether evolution is constrained or unconstrained [80], although this may be a further distinction
(e.g. intrinsic developmental system for constrained or unconstrained evolution).
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self-repair capabilities to circuits, however the genetic code of the circuit is hand-coded and
not evolved [56]. To the author’s knowledge the only intrinsic evolutionary developmental
systems are the L-System-based developmental system of Haddow and Tufte [82], the
hardware growth of neural networks with a developmental system implemented in a cellular
automata of De Garis et al. [13], and Liu, Miller and Tyrrell’s evolutionary development of
fault-tolerant arithmetic functions [53]. The first system uses a centralized implementation,
while the other two use a cellular implementation of the developmental system. Gordon
et al. devised a developmental system for the evolutionary growth of arithmetic functions.
Although their developmental system might be efficiently implemented in hardware, it is
presently software simulated, while resulting circuits are implemented and evaluated in
hardware [27, 29].
The majority of developmental systems for hardware operate offline, with the notable
exception of cellular programs devised by Miller and extended by Liu et al. that showed that
online development could lead to fault tolerant and adaptive development of cell patterns
[54, 59], Embryonics development that allows self-repairing electronic circuits [56], and Liu,
Miller and Tyrrell’s work on an intrinsic developmental system for fault-tolerant arithmetic
functions [53].
There are few intrinsic, online and cellular developmental systems, even though this is
where we believe most of the benefits of developmental systems lie. Intrinsic development
means fast genotype to phenotype mapping and close interaction of the developing cir-
cuit with its environment. Together with online development this may allow adaptation to
the environment and fault-tolerance. Finally cellular implementations may be faster, more
scalable, more biologically plausible, and possibly more robust than centralized implemen-
tations, at the expense of more space. For these reasons, the morphogenetic system described
in Section 3 is designed to allow cellular, intrinsic and online implementations.
Developmental systems can also be used in software to grow neural networks or mor-
phologies and they are further reviewed in [2, 46, 50, 76]. Developmental systems can build
neural networks using L-Systems [7, 44, 85], growth equations [60], biologically inspired
growth processes [16, 17, 19, 38, 63, 70], cell languages which control the growth of the
network [3, 30, 55], or incremental topology growth [75]. Developmental systems can build
agent or robot morphologies and the appropriate neural controller [8, 11, 36, 73], or the
morphology of 3D organisms using biologically plausible developmental systems [18, 49].
The intrinsic dynamics of developmental systems can also be used as a control system [64].
Developmental systems were proposed in the context of genetic programming too [4].
3 Morphogenetic system
Here we describe a new morphogenetic evolutionary system for multi-cellular circuits capa-
ble of dynamic reconfiguration. Reconfiguration occurs for instance when errors are detected,
when the environment changes, or when the circuit is expanded with new cells [84]. Direct
genetic encodings are not well suited for this kind of circuits since the number of elements in
the system must be known in advance and cannot change throughout the life of the system.
Furthermore, as we previously mentioned, direct genetic encodings may have problems of
scalability that limit the size of practical solutions.
The morphogenetic system is a minimalist developmental system that seeks to address
these issues while focusing on low computational cost, compact hardware implementation,
and fast execution. It assumes that circuits consist of a regular 2D array of cells that commu-
nicate locally with their topological neighbors. Therefore the morphogenetic system can be
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applied to circuits regardless of their size, and cells can be added or removed from the circuit
during development. The morphogenetic system is designed for cellular implementation,
which allows fast development and close interaction between the development mechanism
and the environment and it allows online development that can provide fault-tolerance.
The system is inspired by the mechanisms of gene expression and cell differentiation
of living organism, notably by the fact that concentrations of proteins and inter-cellular
chemical signaling regulate the functionality of cells [10, 90]. It assumes that the cells of the
circuit can implement a function from a set of predefined functionalities (something akin to
skin, muscle, neuron cells, etc. in living organisms).
The process works in two phases. A signaling phase relies on local communication
in the cellular circuit to exchange signals among adjacent cells to implement a diffusion
process. In parallel, the expression phase finds the functionality to be expressed at each cell
by matching the signal intensities in each cell with a corresponding functionality stored in
an expression table. The genetic code contains the position of diffusing cells (diffusers) and
the signal-function matching of the expression table. It is evolved using a genetic algorithm.
3.1 Family of functions
The morphogenetic system relies on a set of predefined functionalities which we refer to as
a family of functions. The family of functions must include a sufficiently rich repertoire of
functionalities to realize the desired circuit. For instance, when evolving neural networks,
neurons with different connectivity patterns, and excitatory or inhibitory characteristics may
be used (see Section 7). However the morphogenetic system is essentially independent of the
phenotype: any functionalities can be used as long as they fit in cells. For instance pixels of
different colors may be used to evolve patterns or logic gates may be used to evolve circuits.
3.2 Signaling phase
Inter-cellular communication allows the exchange of signals between adjacent cells. A signal
is a simple numerical value (the signal intensity) that the cell owns, and that adjacent cells
are able to read, akin to a chemical concentration. Signals may be of different types (i.e. of a
different chemical nature). Signaling starts from diffusers placed in cells. There are diffusers
for the different type of signals. When a cell contains a diffuser for a particular signal type,
the intensity of this signal in the cell is always set to the maximum intensity.
We refer to the intensity of a signal of type s in cell i as Cis . The signaling algorithm (see
below) only sets signals which have not yet been initialized (i.e. which have not yet been
set by the signaling algorithm). For this reason, each signal in each cell has a flag which
indicates if it is initialized (or valid). When V is = 1 the signal of type s in cell i is initialized,
otherwise V is = 0.
Signals of each type are processed independently, without interactions among them, as
if they were in different chemical layers. Initially, except for diffusers, all the signals are
uninitialized. Signals are then set up by the signaling algorithm. The algorithm is illustrated
in Table 1.
The signaling algorithm ensures that signal intensities decrease linearly with the Manhat-
tan distance to the diffusers.4 All the signals are updated synchronously at the end of step
4 The choice of the Manhattan distance is motivated by its efficient translation in hardware. Alternatively one
may interpret Cis not directly as the chemical concentration but as a non-linearily scaled measure of it.
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Table 1 Algorithm of the signaling phase of the morphogenetic system. V is is one when cell i diffuses signal
s. Cis is the intensity of signal s in cell i. The default reset-state of cells (step 1) is for them to have maximum
signal intensities (15). The signals are then updated in the developmental steps
1 Decode the chromosome to find the location of the diffusers. For all the diffusers of type t in
cells j set V jt = 1 and C jt = 15, for all the other signals of type s in cells i set V is = 0 and
Cis = 15
2 For each signal s and each cell i do steps 3 to 5:
3 If V is = 1 then skip this cell or signal
4 Compute the intensity of signal s. It is Cis = max(C js − 1, 0). j is any of the four neighbors
of cell i for which V js = 1. Set V is = 1. If not such cell j exists, then V is = 0
5 Perform the expression phase to obtain the cell functionalities according to the signal
intensities in the cells




















































































Cellular array with two
diffusers (t=0)
Signalling phase (t=2)
The signalling phase is
complete (t=15)
Expression phase
Fig. 2 The three first arrays are
snapshots of the signaling phase
with one type of signal and two
diffusers (gray cells) at the start
of the signaling phase (top left),
after two time steps (top right)
and when the signaling is
complete (bottom left). The
number inside the cells indicates
the intensity of the signal in
hexadecimal. The expression
table used in the expression phase
is shown on the right. In this
example the signal D matches the
second entry of the table with
signal F (smallest Hamming
distance), thus expressing
function 1
4 in the table. Step 2 to 5 are one developmental step. Each additional developmental step
expands the signals around the diffusers. Figure 2 illustrates this in the case of a single type of
signal, with two diffusers placed on the cellular circuit. In the current implementation signal
intensities are represented by a 4-bit number. Therefore, after 24 = 16 steps the signaling
phase is completed.5
3.3 Expression phase
The expression phase assigns a function to each cell by matching the signal intensities inside
that cell with the entries of an expression table T stored in the genetic code (Fig. 2, bottom
5 Step 4 is an optimized implementation of Cis = (
∑






s ) that does not require additions
or divisions but gives the same result according to the properties of the signaling process.
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Signal intensities Fcn
T11 T21 T31 T41





Fig. 3 The expression table T of
the morphogenetic system, here
with n entries and 4 type of
signals
Entry 1 Entry n
T11 T21 T31 T41
Diffuser 1 Diffuser m
Xm Ym Typem
Expression table Diffusers
Fig. 4 The genetic code contains two parts. The first is the expression table T, here with n entries. In this
example there are four type of signals therefore each entry is 16 bits long. The second part contains the
location and type of the diffusers. The number of bits for the X and Y coordinates depends on the size of the
network. The number of bits for the type of the diffuser depends on the number of type of signals (e.g. 2 bits
when 4 type of signals are used)
right). Figure 3 shows an expression table with n entries and S = 4 types of signals. Each
entry of the table contains the intensities of the signals and the function to express in case
of match. The intensity of signal s in the entry j of the table is noted by T js . A cell i is said
to match an entry j of the expression table when the distance d = ∑Ss=1 DOp(Cis, T js ) is the
smallest among all entries of the expression table. The distance operator DOp is the bitwise
Hamming distance.6
3.4 Genetic encoding and evolution
The genetic code contains the expression table T, and the location of the diffusers (Fig. 4).
The genetic code therefore affects the pattern of diffusion and the expression rules of the
cells in the circuit. In most of the experiments described here, we use 4 types of signals.
Therefore each entry of the expression table is 16 bits (4 signals coded on 4 bits each). The
functions are not encoded and evolved in these experiments. The locations of the diffusers
are stored as pairs of X, Y Gray-coded coordinates, plus two bits (in the case of 4 signal
types) indicating the type of the diffuser (i.e. 22 = 4 type of signals). A population of genetic
strings is randomly initialized and evolved using a standard genetic algorithm [25].
3.5 Computational requirements
The morphogenetic system is implemented using only additions, subtractions, comparisons
and logic operations. There are no floating point operations and none of the costly operations
of multiplication or division are required. This allows compact hardware implementations
and fast software execution. The time required for complete development in a sequential
implementation is of order O(X · Y · S · n) for an X by Y multi-cellular system with S type
6 The evolvability of the morphogenetic system was tested with three distance operators DOp on the task
described in Section 4: the Hamming distance, the absolute difference, and the square difference. Overall,
performance was best when DOp was the Hamming distance, presumably because of its discontinuous
nature which allows signals with very different intensities to map to identical entries in the expression table.
Furthermore the Hamming distance can be implemented in hardware in a compact way which is why it was
used.
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Uniform Checkerboard Mixed 1
Mixed 2 Norwegian flag
Fig. 5 The pattern coverage
experiment consists in evolving
an array of 8 × 8 cells with a
specific target pattern. There are
six target pattern. The first four
are binary patterns (uniform,
checkerboard, mixed1 and
mixed2) and the last two use 4
colors (Norwegian flag,
CA-generated pattern)
of signals and n entries in the expression table. In a cellular (distributed) implementation
where each cell implements the signaling and expression mechanisms the time is of order
O(S · n). The number of diffusers influences only the initialization time (i.e. setting the
signal intensities to the maximum value after decoding of the genetic string).
4 Evolvability
A prerequisite for evolvability7 is the ability of genetic encodings to generate phenotypes
of various structure and complexity. This capacity is assessed by evolving phenotypes to
resemble various 2D patterns [59]. In this case cell functionalities correspond to pixel colors.
The six 8 × 8 target patterns illustrated in Fig. 5 are considered. The first four patterns
(uniform, checkerboard, mixed1 and mixed2) are black and white (family of functions: black,
white) and test whether the morphogenetic system is capable of generating uniform structures
and different kinds of diversified structures. Those patterns were initially proposed in [68].
The remaining two patterns (Norwegian flag and CA-generated pattern) are composed of four
colors (family of functions: black, white, blue, red, shown in grayscale in this paper). They
were initially proposed in [20]. The Norwegian flag has symmetries which may be exploited
by a developmental system as proposed in [76]. The CA-generated pattern is generated with a
cellular automata (CA) using Wolfram’s rule 90 starting from a random initial line. This rule
tends to generates patterns of high complexity which may be difficult for a developmental
system to evolve.
The parameters of the morphogenetic system are the following: 2 or 4 entries in the
expression table (depending on the size of the function family), 16 diffusers and 4 types of
signals. The number of diffusers has been selected from preliminary tests which showed this
value to be adequate to generate a wide range of target patterns. The chromosome size is 160
and 192 bits for the 2- and 4-color patterns respectively: 2 or 4 entries in the expression table ∗
16 bits + 16 diffusers ∗ 8 bits (6 bits for the coordinates and 2 bits for the type of the diffuser).
The population is composed of 400 individuals, selection is rank selection of the 300 best
individuals (the first 100 best individuals are reproduced twice, the following 200 are copied
once), the mutation rate is 0.5% per bit, one-point crossover rate is 20% and elitism is used
by copying the 5 best individuals without modifications into the new generation.
7 Evolvability is understood here as the capacity of the genetic representation and operators to produce
offsprings with fitness higher than their parents [1]. See [62] for an overview on evolvability in different
disciplines.
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the maximum fitness for the black and white patterns (average of 10 runs). Vertical lines
indicate standard deviation. For visualization purposes the standard deviation is magnified 2 times. With the
exception of the mixed2 pattern evolved with the morphogenetic system, the standard deviation tends to zero
as generations increases because runs obtain identical maximum fitness scores
The fitness is proportional to the resemblance of the phenotype to the target. In order to
maintain diversity, phenotypic traits that occur several times in the population contribute in
decreasing amount to individuals that own them (i.e. they contribute fully to the first individ-
ual owning them, then less and less to subsequent individuals until a minimal contribution
is reached) [20]. In this way we prevent the spread in the population of identical individual,
and thus limit premature convergence.
The morphogenetic system is compared to a direct genetic encoding where each pixel is
encoded by 1 or 2 bits for the 2- and 4-color patterns, leading to a chromosome of 64 and
128 bits respectively. The parameters of the genetic algorithm are the same as those used
with the morphogenetic system.
Evolution comprises 2000 generations. Figures 6 and 7 show the evolution of the maxi-
mum fitness (average of 10 runs) for the first 400 generations for all the target patterns.
The morphogenetic system always reaches the maximum fitness with the uniform,
checkerboard and mixed1 patterns, on average in 1, 8 and 49 generations respectively.
The morphogenetic system cannot fully cover the mixed2 pattern, but it comes very close
(fitness higher than 0.95).
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the maximum fitness for the Norwegian flag and CA-generated patterns (average of 10
runs). Vertical lines indicate standard deviation. For visualization purposes the standard deviation is magnified
2 times. The standard deviation obtained with the direct encoding tends to zero as generations increases because
runs obtain identical maximum fitness scores
The Norwegian flag and CA-generated patterns, which display more complex structure
and four instead of two colors, cannot be covered completely within 2000 generations by the
morphogenetic system. However the fitness is still very high (average maximum fitness of
0.84 and 0.88 respectively).
The direct genetic encoding manages to reach the maximum fitness with all the patterns:
the small search space and the simple structure of the fitness landscape favor that (i.e. the
problem is linearly decomposable). It takes on average 51 generations to cover the patterns
of two colors, and 136 generations for the pattern of 4 colors.
Genetic representations influence structures that are more likely to be generated from
random genetic strings. This may be considered as a form of bias. When a target pattern
belongs to structures that are more likely to be generated by one genetic representation, it is
more likely to be found in a set of randomly generated genetic strings than if a genetic repre-
sentation imposing another bias were used. Some pattern types are very easily evolved with
the morphogenetic system, in particular the uniform pattern that is found in the first genera-
tion. In this case evolution seems unnecessary, since among 400 randomly generated genetic
strings at least one achieves the maximum fitness. However, among another 400 randomly
generated strings, the direct encoding does not manage to achieve the same results. This ev-
idences a bias of the morphogenetic system toward the generation of very regular structures
(and of checkerboard-type of structures which are also relatively easily evolved). Another
bias of the morphogenetic system is the generation of diamond-shaped patterns centered on
the diffusers (see Fig. 8). In the following sections the more complex Norwegian flag and
CA-generated pattern are considered since they are not trivial to evolve with both encodings.
In the problem considered here, indirect encodings tends to have more complex fitness
landscape than a direct encoding because of epistatic interactions among genes, which
may generate more rugged fitness landscapes (see Section 8.5 for a preliminary analysis).
Furthermore some phenotypes may not be expressible because the genotype to phenotype
mapping may not allow some regions of the phenotypic space to be encoded.
Still, the morphogenetic system is capable of generating patterns of various complexity
with regular and irregular structures with a relatively high fitness. The fine details of the
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Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7
Step 8 Step 9 Step 10 Step 11
Step 12 Step 13 Step 14 Step 15
Fig. 8 Development of the 64 × 64 Norwegian flag. Each picture represents with gray levels the type of
all the cells expressed in the multi-cellular circuit. Each picture is a taken after a development step. After 16
steps the development is completed. The top-left picture shows the type of all the cells of the multi-cellular
circuit at the beginning of the developmental process. At this stage most cells (with the exception of those
having diffusers) have signals whose intensities are uninitialized (i.e. the signal intensities correspond to the
reset state of the cell). The evolutionary process yet adapts the expression table so that these cells express
the background color of the flag, which happens to be the most common color in the target pattern. Visually
the Norwegian flag forms from the growth and interaction of diamond-shaped structures. These structures are
caused by diffusers and are centered on them. They illustrate one bias of the morphogenetic system
phenotype may be left to an epigenetic mechanism, such as local hill climbing or Hebbian
learning for neural networks, while the phylogenetic mechanism deals with structures at a
coarser level. In this case the fact that specific phenotypes cannot be exactly evolved may
not be an issue. Furthermore, even if evolution fails to achieve maximum fitness scores with
some of the target patterns, this does not necessarily imply that real-world circuits cannot
meet their specifications. In particular several circuit configurations may lead to adequate
performance in real-world problems (e.g. the evolution of neural networks in Section 7).
Evolvability is however easier to study in the context of patterns since their size and shape
can be seamlessly varied.
The process of development is illustrated in Fig. 8 for a larger 64 × 64 Norwegian flag
(the 8 × 8 flag develops in very few steps, larger phenotypes make a better illustration of
development).
5 Scalability
The scalability of a developmental system relates to its capacity to attain more complex
solutions. The scalability of the morphogenetic system is assessed and compared to a direct
genetic encoding by evolving phenotypes to resemble target patterns of increasing size. Two
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Table 2 Size of the genetic code for the direct encoding and the morphogenetic system for the various
phenotype sizes
Genetic encoding
Phenotype size Direct encoding Morphogenetic system
8 × 8 128 192
16 × 16 512 224
32 × 32 2048 256
64 × 64 8192 288
96 × 96 18432 320
128 × 128 32768 320
256 × 256 131072 352
Fig. 9 The patterns used to assess the scalability of the morphogenetic system are the Norwegian flag and
the CA-Generated pattern, here illustrated with size 64 × 64
phenotypes are considered, the Norwegian flag and the CA-generated pattern. Phenotype
sizes are: 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, 96 × 96, 128 × 128 and 256 × 256. The Nor-
wegian flag is a scaled version of the 8 × 8 flag. The CA-generated pattern is computed
using the CA rule from a wider initial line.8
The CA rule generates highly irregular patterns thus the complexity of the target pattern
increases with its size. Figure 9 illustrates the target patterns for phenotypes of size 64 × 64.
The size of genetic string with the direct encoding scales with the size of the array. The
size of the genetic string of the morphogenetic system scales only with the logarithm (base
2) of the size of the array. The lengths of the genetic strings for the direct coding and the
morphogenetic system are listed in Table 2.
Evolution is performed with the same parameters as in Section 4 with the GA effort limited
to 2000 generations. The maximum fitness scores are measured at the last generations and
8 With the exception of the patterns smaller than 32 × 32 for which the border has a fixed width of one pixel,
the Norwegian flag scales in length with the size of the pattern: the width of the border and the widths of
the crosses inside the flag are proportional to the width of the pattern. The pattern width, the width of the
border, the width of the outer cross (white) and the width of the inner cross (blue) are listed in this order in
the following tuples: (8,1,1,1), (16,1,1,3), (32,1,2,5), (64,2,5,11), (96,3,7,15), (128,4,10,21), (256,8,20,41).
The border of the CA-generated pattern is always one pixel wide. The first line of this pattern is randomly
generated (each pixel takes randomly one of two colors), and the following lines are computed from the line
above them using cellular automata rule 90.
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Fig. 10 Scalability of the morphogenetic system and direct encoding when evolving the Norwegian flag and
the CA-generated pattern. The bars indicate the average of the maximum fitness scores measured at the last
generations of 20 runs (for the 128 × 128 and 256 × 256 pattern 5 runs were done because of the long time
required for the runs to complete). The bars indicate the average of the maximum fitness obtained in all the
runs. At the top of the bar, the vertical line indicates the standard deviation. It tends to be very small or even
null with the direct encoding, thus in this case the vertical line do not show up
averaged on 20 runs (for the 128 × 128 and 256 × 256 pattern 5 runs were done because
of the long time required for the runs to complete). Figure 10 illustrates the scalability of
the direct genetic encoding and the morphogenetic system. With the largest phenotypes
(256 × 256) the morphogenetic system achieves a higher fitness than the direct genetic
encoding, which indicates that it scales better than the direct encoding on this problem.
The direct encoding reaches the maximum fitness for arrays up to size 32 × 32. The
larger search space then limits the fitness scores for larger arrays. The morphogenetic system
achieves lower fitness scores than the direct encoding on the smaller patterns (up to size
64 × 64 and 96 × 96 for the Norwegian flag and the CA-generated pattern respectively).
However with larger phenotypes the morphogenetic system outperforms the direct encoding
with both patterns.
The morphogenetic system tends to exploit the frequency of the colors to maximize the
fitness because it can easily generate large patches with a uniform color. This happens,
even without any diffusers, by expressing the most common color when signal intensities
are uninitialized. As a consequence the morphogenetic system starts with higher maximum
fitness than the direct coding in the first generation. It achieves a maximum fitness close to
0.5 in the first generation with the CA-generated pattern which mostly contains an equivalent
distribution of two colors, even though each cell can take one of 4 different colors. With the
Norwegian flag it expresses by default the background color of the flag because it is the most
frequent color. It then places diffusers on the branches of the flag to generate locally the
correct colors (Fig. 8). Therefore it is likely that the fitness obtained with the morphogenetic
system does not drop below the normalized area that the most common color in the phenotype
covers, even for larger phenotypes. In comparison the direct genetic encoding starts with a
maximum fitness score that is close to 0.25 because each pixel is randomly assigned to one
of the four possible colors and has a 14 probability of matching the target pixel color.
For comparison purposes the number of diffusers (16) remained identical for all the
phenotype sizes. This is not enough diffusers to entirely cover the larger multi-cellular
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arrays with signals and fitness may be improved by increasing the number of diffusers. This
is investigated in Section 8.
Obviously scalability cannot be achieved for all problems: it depends on the interplay
between the structure of the target pattern, and the intrinsic bias of any genetic representation
(see Section 8.3 for an analysis of one aspect of genetic bias). One extreme case is when the
target pattern is random. Such pattern was not considered since it precludes any scalability
possibility regardless of the developmental system. It may however serve as a reference or
“worst-case” problem in future benchmarks.
6 Fault-tolerance
In this section we show that the dynamics of development may be exploited to provide
fault-tolerance to evolved patterns of cells.
We consider transient events that damage the state of the cell. This can happen for instance
when radiations corrupt memory elements. As development continues to operate normally,
the cell functionality may be recovered. We assume that the necessary circuitry is available
to detect corrupted states (e.g. by doing periodical checksums of the cell’s memories) and
that a reset of the cell ensues in such cases. Therefore in case of faults all the variables
describing the state of the cell take the default reset value. The cell forgets whether it was
diffusing signals, and all the signal intensities are flagged as uninitialized. Here we look how
the intrinsic dynamics of the morphogenetic system can recover the cell functionality upon
a reset, not actually on how to design the fault detection mechanism.
The state of a cell depends on the expression table and on the signal intensities. Both are
be stored in memories, and thus they may both be disrupted by faults. The expression table is
part of the genome and identical in all cells. Therefore circuitry can be designed to recover the
expression table from neighboring cells with a majority voting scheme. Hence we consider
that such a fault can always be recovered, as long as at least one cell is intact in the system.
The signal intensities however do differ in each cell, so they cannot be recovered in the same
way. Nonetheless, there is a strong relationship between signal intensities in neighboring
cells as the signal intensities decrease linearly with the Manhattan distance to the diffusers.
Therefore signal intensities can be approximately reconstructed from the neighborhood.
To predict the signal in a cell from that of its neighbors the morphogenetic system is
slightly modified. Instead of setting a signal by taking the value of the first initialized signal
in a neighboring cell decremented by one, the diffusion rules assign the smallest value for
which the signal gradient with all the initialized neighbors is −1, 0 or 1. This gives the same
result as the original rules in fault-free conditions but allows better recovery in case of faults.
Recovery is not always possible as there are cases where this rule does not predict correctly
the signal intensities, in particular when faults occur on diffusers.
In order to highlight the effect of the dynamics of the morphogenetic system in case
of faults, it is compared, as a reference, to to a direct genetic encoding which has no
developmental dynamics and thus no fault recovery mechanism. A fault alters randomly the
color of a pixel in the case of the direct encoding.
To ensure that fault-tolerance is provided by the developmental process and not by
evolution, individuals are evolved in fault-free conditions before being tested. The best
evolved phenotype of the Norwegian flag on the 64 × 64 array is used for testing. This
pattern and size is selected because the fitness of the morphogenetic system and the direct
genetic encoding are very similar and higher than the trivial solution consisting of exploiting
only the frequency of colors (the fitness would be 0.37 if the morphogenetic system initialized
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Robustness to faults (Norwegian flag, 64x64)
Direct coding (no fault recovery)
Morphogenetic system
Fig. 11 Fitness obtained on the
Norwegian flag (size 64 × 64)
with the morphogenetic system
after recovery from different fault
rates. The fitness obtained with
the direct genetic encoding,
which has no fault tolerance
mechanism, is indicated as a
reference for the same fault rates.
Vertical lines indicate standard
deviation, which for better
visualization is magnified 4 times
all the cells with the most common color). The damage rate (percentage of faulty cells) is
varied between 0% and 100%. The damage process is repeated 100 times for each damage
rate on the same evolved, fault-free phenotype.
Figure 11 illustrates the results. While without developmental dynamics (i.e. with the
direct encoding) a linear decrease in fitness is evidenced, the morphogenetic system shows
a superior resistance to faults. The morphogenetic system benefits from the fact that signal
intensities vary with continuity, and can be easily reconstructed. Also, evolution assigned
the most frequent color in the target to the default cell type, which explains the fitness value
of 0.37 with 100% of faults. A fitness of 0.25 is obtained in this case with the direct genetic
encoding, because pixels are assigned randomly one of the four possible colours.
Figure 12 illustrates the process of recovery after faults in the case of the evolved 64 × 64
Norwegian flag (95% of faults). Figure 13 illustrates the 64 × 64 Norwegian flag recovered
from different fault rates. The recovered pattern is very similar to the original one up to high
fault rates.
7 Evolution of spiking neural networks
In the previous section we showed that the morphogenetic system could generate circuits
resembling various 2D patterns, but these circuits did not have any functionality. In this
section we demonstrate that the morphogenetic system can be used to evolve functional
circuits. We describe the evolution of spiking neural networks for pattern recognition and
robot navigation.
Spiking neurons depart from traditional connectionist models in that information is trans-
mitted by the mean of pulses (or spikes) [24], rather than by firing rates. Therefore spiking
neurons may have rich temporal dynamics and may exploit the temporal domain to encode
information in the exchanged spikes. Spiking neurons are suited for efficient analog imple-
mentations [37], or very fast digital implementations [33, 72], and they may be optimized
for use with limited resources [23, 81].
Spiking neurons have been used as controllers in evolutionary robotics, e.g. to perform
vision-based obstacle avoidance [21, 23] and phototaxis [15].
Designing functional spiking networks may be challenging therefore we resort to evolu-
tion. Each cell of the multi-cellular circuit can implement one type of spiking neuron. The
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Step n Faults occur Step n+1 Step n+2
Step n+3 Step n+4 Step n+5 Step n+6
Step n+7 Step n+8 Step n+9 Step n+10
Step n+11 Step n+12 Step n+13 Step n+14
Fig. 12 Recovery of functionality after 95% of faults. The first picture is the evolved pattern. The second show
the pattern after damage. The remaining pictures illustrate the pattern after each additional developmental
step
family of functionalities consists of neurons with different patterns of incoming connections,
and either excitatory or inhibitory characteristics (Fig. 14). In these experiments there are 12
different functionalities that can describe a large number of complex and recurrent neural ar-
chitectures, depending on circuit size and genetic code. When evolving the network each cell
implements a neuron selected in this family of functionalities, with the corresponding pat-
tern of incoming connections and excitatory/inhibitory characteristics. The morphogenetic
system thus uses this family of 12 functionalities (12 entries in the expression table). In the
direct encoding 4 bits are assigned to each cell in the genetic string. They indicate which of
the 12 functionalities in the function family the cell should implement.9
The spiking neuron model used in the following experiments is a discrete-time, integrate-
and-fire model with leakage and a refractory period. Each neuron has weighted inputs ( + 2 or
−2 depending on whether the presynaptic neuron is excitatory or inhibitory) from connected
neurons, according to the connectivity patterns shown in Fig. 14. It has one more connection
from an external input, e.g. to connect from a sensor, with fixed weight of + 10. The neuron
integrates the incoming spikes in the membrane potential, according to the weights of the
connections. Once the membrane potential reaches a threshold (fixed to 4), the neuron fires
(emits a spike), resets its membrane potential to 0 and enters a refractory period where it
does not integrate incoming spikes for one time step. After the integration phase and if the
neuron has not fired, leakage decrements the membrane potential by 1 (or incrementing it
9 Since 4 bits can encode 16 values but there are only 12 cell functionalities, the cell functionalities F0 and
F1 with excitatory and inhibitory characteristics are encoded twice by different binary codes.
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Fig. 14 A family composed of 12 functions is used when evolving neural networks. The functions are
spiking neurons with different connectivities (the 6 types of connectivity shown in the figure), and with either
excitatory or inhibitory characteristics. Each cell of the multi-cellular circuit implements a single neuron,
shown in gray. It receives inputs from neighboring neurons (outlined), which are implemented in neighboring
cells. Each neuron has an extra external input (curved arrow). Neuron F5 is equivalent to a void cell. At the
boundary of the cellular array the connectivity is truncated (no periodic boundary condition)
if the potential is below 0), so that the asymptotic potential is 0. This neural model is well
suited for compact hardware implementation [69].10
In all of the experiments of this section the population is composed of 50 individuals.
Selection consists of rank selection of the 15 best individuals each breeding 3 children.
Finally elitism copies the 5 best individuals without modification in the new population.
The other evolutionary parameters are those indicated in Section 4. Evolution with the
morphogenetic system with 16 diffusers and 12 entries in the expression table (one for each
type of neuron) is compared to a direct genetic encoding. The size of the morphogenetic
10 More complex neural models capable of learning can also be evolved with the morphogenetic system [69].
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Output
Input in this area(one pixel per cell)




Training set for patterns A and C
Valid characters
Random patterns
Fig. 15 Top: spiking network doing pattern recognition. The input pattern is applied on an array of 7 × 8
neurons on the left of the network. Each neuron receives the input from one pixel of the pattern. The activity
of the output neuron indicates whether a character is recognized. Bottom: training set for the recognition of
the patterns A and C. It is composed of 20 patterns. The upper 10 are the patterns to recognize which are the
letters A and C. The lower 10 are random patterns that the network must reject
coding is 320 bits: 12 entries in the expression table ∗ 16 bits + 16 diffusers ∗ 8 bits (6 bits
for the coordinates and 2 bits for the type of diffuser). The size of the direct coding is 256
bits (12 type of neurons, thus 4 bits/cells ∗ 64 cells).
7.1 Pattern recognition
The circuit of 8 × 8 neurons illustrated in Fig. 15 is evolved to recognize characters (any
other pattern could be used) using two training sets: one set contains corrupted versions
of two characters, the other set contains random patterns which have on average the same
percentage of black pixels as the characters. The circuit must tell whether the current pattern
is one of the two characters or not by raising the firing rate of one specific neuron in the
circuit. The input pattern is applied on the subset of neurons illustrated in Fig. 15 through
their external input. Each neuron receives one pixel of the pattern: if the pixel is black, then
it receives a spike every two time steps, otherwise it receives no spikes. The network is run
for 100 time steps with the input applied to it, afterwards the activity of the output neuron is
read. The activity (number of spikes) of that neuron indicates whether the input pattern is a
character (threshold = 50% of maximum spike number).
The bottom of Fig. 15 shows the training set for the recognition of characters A and
C (noted as A + C). The upper line shows the subset of patterns to recognize. The second
line contains random patterns that must be rejected. The fitness of the network is evaluated
by presenting successively all the patterns of the training set. It is the number of times it
correctly classifies the input pattern. The maximum normalized fitness is 1, corresponding
to the successful recognition of the 20 patterns in the training set. The experiments are
performed with four different training sets, for the recognition of characters A + B, A + C,
A + D and A + E.
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Table 3 Number of runs, out of 100 performed for each training set, reaching the maximum fitness
8 × 8 network
Training set Direct Morph
A + B 18 27
A + C 8 34
A + D 19 20
A + E 14 54
Total (max is 400): 59 135




























































Fig. 16 Evolution of best fitness (average of 100 runs) for pattern recognition with the four training sets.
The vertical lines indicate the standard deviation of the results
The circuit is evolved one hundred times for each of the four training sets (Fig. 16).
On the training sets A + C and A + E the morphogenetic system clearly outperforms the
direct coding. On the other two sets the morphogenetic system achieves higher fitness than
the direct coding, although the fitness difference between the two encodings is close to
the standard deviation of the results. Still the morphogenetic system outperforms the direct
encoding when comparing the number of runs that reach the maximum fitness after 50
generations. Table 3 reports the number of runs (on the 100 runs performed) where the
maximum fitness is reached. Averaged over the four training sets, runs finding a maximum
fitness using the morphogenetic encoding are more than twice as frequent than when using
the direct encoding.
7.2 Robot controller
A spiking network is evolved as a controller for a Khepera miniature autonomous robot [61].
The objective is to navigate while avoiding obstacles using the sensory information coming
from the proximity sensors of the robot.
Figure 17 illustrates the robot and the neural controller. There are eight input neurons
organized as four groups of two neurons (S0 to S3). These input neurons are connected to
the proximity sensors. Each group has one “low activity" neuron and one “high activity"
neuron. When further than about 5 cm from the obstacles, none of the inputs are stimulated.
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Fig. 17 The Khepera robot (left) and the neural controller (right). The Khepera has 8 proximity sensors.
They are grouped by two, taking value of the most active sensors, to have 4 sensory inputs S0 to S3. The
circuit receives S0 to S3 as sensory inputs. Each input is coded on two neurons. The neurons ML and MR
control the speed of the wheels according to their activity
Between 5 cm and about 1 cm the “low" activity input is stimulated. When closer both the
“low” and “high” activity inputs are stimulated. A stimulated input receives a spike train of
period 2 (one spike every two time steps).
Neurons ML and MR are used to set the speed of the wheels, which is inversely propor-
tional to their activity. When the neurons do not fire the speed of the wheel is + 80 mm/s.
With maximum activity the speed is –80 mm/s. The speed of the wheels scales linearly in
between. This allows the robot to move forward when no obstacles are sensed and thus when
there is potentially no activity in the network.
The robot has a sensory-motor period of 100 ms. During that period, the network is
updated 20 times. At the end of the sensory-motor period, the speed of the wheels is updated
and the proximity sensors are read to compute the spike trains for the next sensory-motor
cycle. Noise is introduced by varying the period of the input spike trains.
The spiking neuron model used here is the same as used in the pattern recognition
experiment, with the addition of random variations in the threshold value to avoid locked
oscillations. For each neuron and at each time step the threshold value is incremented or
decremented by 1 with a probability of 5%.
The fitness of the robot is measured on two tests of 30 seconds in a rectangular arena
(40 × 65 cm). It is the average of the fitness computed at each sensory-motor step using the
following equation [22]: f = v · (1 − v) · (1 − p), where v is the average speed of the two
wheels, v is the absolute value of the difference of speed of the wheels, and p is the value
of the most active sensor ( v,v and p are in the range [0;1]). The three parts of this function
aim to (1) maximize the speed of the robot, (2) minimize the rotation, and (3) maximize the
distance to the obstacles.
Ten runs are performed with the morphogenetic system and a direct genetic encoding using
the real robot. The morphogenetic system performs better than the direct coding (Fig. 18,
left): it clearly achieves a higher maximum fitness than the direct coding. Moreover, after
15 generations, only five runs managed to find individuals displaying obstacle avoidance
behavior with the direct coding, whereas with the morphogenetic system individuals were
found displaying this behavior in all ten runs. Figure 18 (right) shows the typical behavior
of a robot in the arena.
Observation of the controllers evolved with the morphogenetic system show that patches
of interconnected excitatory neurons arise, which connect the sensors to the motor neuron
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Fig. 18 Left: Evolution of the best fitness in the obstacle avoidance experiment (average of 10 runs on a
physical robot). Vertical lines indicate the standard deviation. Right: Typical trajectory of the robot in the
arena
and therefore cause a reversal of the wheel speeds when the robot gets close to obstacles.
With the direct encoding such patterns do not seem to arise as frequently.
8 Analysis
In this section we investigate the performance of the morphogenetic system at generat-
ing specific 2D phenotypes as a function of the number of diffusers and the number of
signal types. We then explore how those parameters influence the phenotypic complex-
ity in terms of numbers of connected areas of identical colors. Finally we compare one
morphological characteristic, the size of connected areas of identical colors obtained with
the morphogenetic system, with those obtained with a direct genetic encoding, and we
do a preliminary analysis of the fitness landscape generated by both encodings. The fit-
ness function, target patterns and genetic algorithm parameters are the same as those
used in Sections 4 and 5. Results presented below are 5 run averages unless otherwise
noted.
8.1 Number of diffusers
Diffusers affect a limited area of the phenotype around their position (a 31 × 31 diamond
centered on the diffuser). Therefore larger phenotypes tend to require more diffusers so that
all the cells of the system have the chance to receive the required signal intensities to express
the correct functionality, as illustrated in Fig. 19.
The effect of the number of diffusers in relation with the phenotype size is especially
visible in the case of the checkerboard pattern: with a single diffuser the maximum fitness is
reached for patterns up to size of 16 × 16. With larger patterns the fitness decreases because
diffusers do not manage to set the signals in all the cells.
The combination of signals allows the expression of complex or irregular patterns. With
no diffusers or when sufficiently far from them, cells will all express the same default
functionality (i.e. signal intensities are all to the default value). With more diffusers more
complex phenotypes can be expressed. This is evidenced in the case of the mixed2, the
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Fig. 19 Influence of the number of diffusers on the fitness obtained after 2000 generations. The wide bars
represent the average of the maximum fitness obtained in 5 runs. The difference of height between the wide and
thin bars represents the standard deviation. With larger or more complex phenotypes increasing the number
of diffusers tends to lead to an increase in the maximum fitness score
CA-generated and the Norwegian flag patterns: by increasing the number of diffusers
the phenotypes generated by the morphogenetic system match more closely the target
phenotype.
Although adding more diffusers increases the size of the genetic string, the morphogenetic
system does not seem to show a degradation of the performance which is typically associated
with larger search spaces.
8.2 Number of signal types
In the previous section the morphogenetic system used four type of signals. The number
of signal types affects the maximum number of functionalities which can be expressed by
the morphogenetic system. With n signal types, each encoded on m bits, there are 2n·m
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Fig. 20 Influence of the number
of signals on the fitness which is
obtained after 2000 generations
when evolving the CA-generated
pattern. The wide bars represent
the average of the maximum
fitness obtained in 5 runs. The
difference of height between the
wide and thin bars represents the
standard deviation. The number
of diffusers is always 16. Note
that changing the number of type
of signals has few influcence on
the fitness which is obtained
different possible states of signals in cells and therefore up to 2n·m different functions can be
expressed.
Empirical tests showed that a number of 4 signal types, which are encoded on 4 bits,
are adequate for the applications described in this paper. This corresponds to a maximum
of 24·4 = 65536 different functionalities which is more than the number of functionalities
which are actually used. Therefore several combinations of signals may express the same
cell functionalities.
Adding more signal types has little influence on the performance of the morphogenetic
coding in these experiments, as illustrated by Fig. 20 which shows the fitness scores obtained
after evolving the CA-generated pattern with different number of signal types. Results
obtained with the evolution of other target patterns are similar.
While the minimum number of signal types should allow the expression of all the func-
tionalities required in the system, selecting a too high number of signal types does not seem
to affect the performance of the morphogenetic system, even if this increases the size of the
search space. There is however an influence associated with the number signals when the
number of diffusers is changed. This is discussed in Section 5.3.
8.3 Phenotypic complexity
Evolvability may be improved if a genetic encoding is biased toward locations of the search
space which are more likely to contain solutions. This bias depends on the nature of the
morphogenetic system and on its parameters. An important factor when evolving pheno-
types to resemble specific 2D patterns is the capacity of the genetic encoding to generate
phenotypes of different structural complexity. We investigate the effect of the parameters of
the morphogenetic system on this aspect of the genetic bias. Knowing the effect of these
parameters on the phenotypic complexity might help selecting appropriate parameters for
evolution.
The parameters which affect the phenotypic complexity include the number of diffusers,
number of signal types and number of entries in the expression table (i.e. several entries
in the expression table may map to the same functionality). This section deals with binary
phenotypes (family of two functions, e.g. black and white cells).
As we are dealing with the evolution of specific 2D patterns, the phenotypic complexity
is understood as a measure of the irregularity of the phenotype. A quantitative measure of
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)Fig. 21 The phenotypic
complexity in bytes is plotted
againts the number of blobs in the
phenotype for many randomly
generated phenotypes. The figure
illustrates the correlation between
these two measures of phenotypic
complexity
the complexity is the Kolmogorov measure of complexity, that can be approximated by the
compressibility [51]. The latter measure consists in running a compression algorithm on the
phenotype. The size of the compressed phenotype is an indication of its complexity (irregular
phenotypes tend to be less compressible).
Here we consider compressibility with the Lempel-Ziv algorithm [71] as a measure of
complexity.11 To verify that it is related to the structural complexity in terms of size and
shapes of patterns in the phenotype, we compare it with another measure that is based
on structural characteristics of the phenotype. This measure is the number of blobs in the
phenotype. A blob is a computer vision term which describes a connected region (or object)
in an image. Two pixels of same color that touch along the horizontal or vertical axis are
considered part of the same blob [26].
The number of blobs and the size of the compressed phenotypes is measured for a large
number of randomly generated binary phenotypes of various size (from 8 × 8 up to 64 × 64)
with various parameters of the morphogenetic system (from 1 to 1024 diffusers, from 2 to 8
entries in the expression table and from 1 to 16 type of signals). Figure 21 shows that there
is a significant correlation12 between the number of blobs in a phenotype and its compressed
size. Therefore compressibility is a reasonable indication of the structural complexity of the
phenotypes.
The bias of the morphogenetic system toward phenotypes of different complexity is
measured by generating random binary phenotypes with different parameters of the morpho-
genetic system and measuring the complexity of the phenotype by using the compression
algorithm. All the data presented below are averages obtained on 25 random binary pheno-
types.
Figure 22 shows the effect of the number of diffusers on the relative complexity of
phenotypes of different sizes. A small number of diffusers limits the complexity of the
phenotype. With increased number of diffusers the complexity also increases. With ever
increasing diffusers, cells all tend to have signals of maximum intensities and therefore they
express the same functionality, thereby reducing the complexity. The number of diffusers for
which the complexity is highest depends on the phenotype size.
11 A custom implementation of the algorithm was used which has an identical behavior regardless of the input
size.
12 Linear correlation coefficient r = 0.976 with standard deviation 0.003 using bootstrap method.
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Fig. 22 Relative complexity in function of the number of diffusers for different array sizes. The complexity is
normalized by the phenotype area for better scaling in the figure. The other parameters of the morphogenetic
system are: 4 types of signals and 2 entries in the expression table (one for each cell functionality). The
number of diffusers influences the phenotypic complexity: too few or too many number of diffusers lead to
low complexity (i.e. cells will mostly contain either uninitialized signals or signals of maximum intensity),






























Fig. 23 Complexity in function of the number of signal types and number of diffusers in a 16 × 16 array
with two functionalities (2 entries in the expression table). With few diffusers the complexity decreases when
increasing the number of signal types because cells with uninitialized signals predominate, and thereby they
express the same functionality. With many diffusers increasing the number of signal types increases the
complexity because more combinations of signal intensities are possible
Figure 23 illustrates the effect of the number of signal types and number of diffusers on
the complexity in the case of a 16 × 16 array (results with other array sizes are similar).
For low number of diffusers, increasing the number of signals decreases the complexity (see
the figure with a single diffuser). This happens because chemical layers tend to have fewer
or no diffusers, hence signal intensities are more likely to be uninitialized. Therefore cells
will express with higher probability identical functionalities corresponding to uninitialized
signals. When increasing the number of diffusers, having more signal types allows more
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Fig. 24 Complexity in function of the number of types of signal types and number entries in the expression
table. The phenotype is an array of 8 × 8 cells; the number of diffusers is 128. The number of entries in the
expression table varies from 2 to 16 (i.e. there are from 1 to 8 entries in the expression table for each cell
functionality). The phenotypic complexity tends to increase with more entries in the expression table
complex combinations of signals in the cells and this generates higher structural complexity
in the phenotypes (see the figure with 1024 diffusers). In this case, if the number of signal
types is restricted, large parts of the phenotype are saturated with signals of maximum
intensity. Therefore functionalities corresponding to saturated signals are expressed with
higher probabilities, which reduces the complexity. This is the case for 16 and more diffusers
in the figure.
There must be at least one entry in the expression table for each functionality in the family
that is used, but it is possible to have several entries in the expression table that correspond
to the same functionality. Figure 24 shows that on average the complexity of the phenotypes
tends to increase when several entries in the expression table map to the same functionality.
In summary the number of diffusers, array size, number of signal and number of entries in
the expression table have a coupled effect on the complexity. We speculate that these param-
eters might be selected according to the foreseen complexity of the target phenotypes. This
however must be further investigated since the complexity of random phenotypes (i.e. those
of the first random generation) may not necessarily be helpful to bootstrap evolution toward
the useful complexity (i.e. functional) necessary to solve the problem at hand. Alternatively
these parameters may be subject to evolution.
8.4 Morphological characteristics
The morphogenetic system generates blobs whose size have a different distribution com-
pared to a direct genetic encoding. We assess this by generating 100 random 8 × 8 binary
phenotypes with a direct genetic encoding and the morphogenetic system (16 diffusers, 2
functionalities, 4 signal types). For each phenotype, we detect the blobs and we count the
number of cells belonging to each blob. From this we estimate the probability for a cell
to belong to a connected area in function of its size (Fig. 25). In comparison to the direct
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Fig. 25 Probability for a cell to belong to a blob in function of its size. With the morphogenetic system, cells
tend to belong more to blobs of size 1 than with the direct coding; cells also belong more to blobs of larger
size (30 and more cells), at the expense of blobs of size in the range 2 to 20
genetic encoding, cells tend to belong more to larger blobs and less to smaller ones with the
morphogenetic system.
This supports the results obtained when evolving 2D phenotypes to resemble to the
uniform pattern. It also explains the better performance of the morphogenetic system in the
robotic experiment. In that experiment we observed that the morphogenetic system generates
easily large patches of interconnected excitatory neurons that link sensors to motor neurons,
causing a reversal of wheel speeds when the robot approaches an obstacle. The direct genetic
encoding is slower at doing this.
8.5 Fitness landscape
The ruggedness of the fitness landscape is often linked to the search difficulty when genetic
algorithms are used [74]. The ruggedness is investigated by performing random walks
using the mutation operator starting from points of maximum fitness in the evolved 64 × 64
Norwegian flag. The genetic encoding and mutation rate are the same as used during evolution
in Section 5. Taking the best evolved individual, 3000 random walks of 30 steps are performed
with the morphogenetic system and the direct genetic encoding. Figure 26 shows that the
fitness drops faster with the morphogenetic system when moving away from a point of
maximum fitness, which seems to imply a more rugged fitness landscape in the case of the
morphogenetic system. The better performance of the morphogenetic system observed in
previous experiments thus does not seem to come from a smoother fitness landscape. This
tends to support that the morphogenetic system benefits essentially from its smaller search
space size in comparison to the direct genetic encoding.
9 Discussion
Combining a genetic encoding with a developmental system in an evolutionary system may
provide dynamic reorganization capabilities for multi-cellular circuits [84]. For instance
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Fig. 26 Comparison of random
walks. The fitness drops faster
with the morphogenetic system
when going farther away from
points of maximum fitness. This
seems to indicate that the fitness
landscape is more rugged with
the morphogenetic system
reorganization may occur when the circuit is expanded with new cells, when the environment
changes, or when sensors or actuators are connected to the circuit. With the morphogenetic
system, a cell newly connected to the circuit would differentiate according to the signals
emitted from its neighbors. Dynamic reorganization can be mediated by “chemicals” (i.e.
signals produced by diffusers) injected in the multi-cellular circuit from the environment or
special cells (e.g. sensors or actuators). The morphogenetic system is designed to allow these
mechanisms, however at the moment dynamic reorganization has not yet been investigated.
The morphogenetic system is based on exogenous structuring factors which are the dif-
fusers, as opposed to endogenous self-organization where development emerges from purely
local cell interactions [77]. Diffusers are similar to morphogens, the chemicals which convey
positional information in the development of biological organisms [90]. This approach has
the disadvantage of requiring more diffusers, hence a longer genetic string, when the size
or complexity of the phenotype increases, but it may be compensated by the less drastic
“compression ratio” that the exogenous approach allows. Indeed diffusers can be placed
locally in areas of higher complexity in the phenotype. Endogenous approaches on the other
hand need to encode the entire phenotype in a cell program of limited size.
Genetic encodings tend to impose a bias on the phenotypes they generate. The bias of the
morphogenetic system is partly controlled by the expression table which is evolved. It indi-
cates cell functionalities expressed under default conditions (no signals). As a consequence
the expression of cell types may be partly adjusted to the phenotype statistics. This is evident
in the evolution of phenotypes to resemble specific 2D patterns. Evolution tends to assign
the most common color (e.g. the background of the Norwegian flag, Fig. 8) to uninitialized
cells and further refinement is modulated by the diffusers.
The genetic bias is also partly controlled by the parameters of the morphogenetic system
(e.g. number of diffusers or number of signal types). We have considered one type of bias
which is the phenotypic complexity. It is measured by the size of the phenotype compressed
by the Lempel-Ziv algorithm as suggested by [51], that is related to the structural complexity
in terms of number of connected areas of identical colors in the phenotype. We also showed
that morphogenetic system parameters influence the obtained fitness.
The morphogenetic system employs hard-coded signaling and expression mechanisms
that tend to generate diamond-shaped patterns (Fig. 8). This is another bias that may limit
the maximum fitness that can be achieved by the morphogenetic system. However these hard-
coded mechanisms are also one of the reasons for the simplicity of the morphogenetic system.
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More general developmental systems use evolved cell programs (e.g. a gene regulatory
network or a neural network) to control the production of chemicals and the differentiation
of cells [17, 59]. Another key difference between these systems and the morphogenetic
system is that in the latter the production of chemicals is not modulated during development
by the chemicals present in the cells (i.e. new diffusers are not introduced, or existing diffusers
are not shut off). This makes the morphogenetic system intrinsically simpler compared to
developmental systems using evolved cell programs (e.g. gene regulatory networks).
A developmental system may impose a trade-off between the quick generation of large
structures and its ability to fine-tune a solution [2]. The morphogenetic system seems to
allow both large structures to emerge (i.e. the initialization of large areas of cells of the same
type) and local refinement modulated by diffusers. The expression mechanism also seems
to allow the expression of irregular structures, while not preventing the evolution of more
regular ones.
The morphogenetic system has been optimized for low computational complexity. It does
not use multiplications, divisions, nor floating point operations. The signaling and expres-
sion mechanism can be implemented with increments, decrements, logic operations and
comparisons. In a software implementation, development and evaluation of the fitness of an
8 × 8 phenotype with a family of 4 functionalities (experiments of Section 4) proceeds at
the speed of approximately 10000 individuals/sec on a 2.08 GHz AMD Athlon XP CPU.
The speed scales down with the size of the phenotypes: phenotypes of 64 × 64 are evaluated
at 90 individuals/second. As a reference, a direct encoding evaluates 60000 individuals/sec
with an 8 × 8 phenotype. In comparison, the artificial embryogeny of Federici [19], which
relies on a neural network controlling the growth of a multi-cellular system, achieves ap-
proximately 1000 individuals/sec in the same experiment with an 8 × 8 phenotype. While
this developmental system is slower than the morphogenetic system, it is more biologically
plausible as development starts from a single cell and cell growth or death is physically
located (i.e. cell duplication “pushesD ´E neighboring cells). Still, on a common task, the
scalability and fault-tolerance of the artificial embryogeny and the morphogenetic system
was shown to be similar [66]. Therefore the morphogenetic system fulfills its objective of
low computational complexity and at the same time it performs well compared to a more
complex developmental system. Gordon et al. investigated the evolvability and scalability
of a developmental system akin to a minimalistic gene regulatory network against (among
others) the one introduced in this paper on the Norwegian flag [28]. The authors showed
promising results and argued that developmental systems biased toward generating symmet-
ric patterns may be a key to evolvability according to biological insight, but they did not
analyze the computational cost of the developmental system nor its suitability for hardware
implementation. A developmental system based on fractal proteins evaluates the temporal
behavior of protein concentrations at a rate of 20 individuals/sec on a 1GHz PC in what
would be the equivalent of a single cell in the application discussed here [5]. Eggenberger’s
biologically inspired model of development which is used to create 3D neural networks
from local genetic interactions also seems relatively complex as it requires multiplications,
divisions and exponentials to compute gene regulation [16, 17].
The morphogenetic system is capable of online development. We showed in software
that online development allows the recovery from faults up to high fault rates by exploiting
the dynamics of the developmental process. These results bear some similarities with those
shown by Miller [59] and Federici [66]. In these two cases fault-tolerance is emergent
(there is no selective pressure for it): regeneration appears as a side effect of the evolution
of fit individuals. In the morphogenetic system fault-tolerance is an intrinsic property of
the diffusion process (i.e. the fault-tolerant diffusion rules are designed to approximate the
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signals in a cell based on the signals in neighboring cells). Since regeneration is a property
of the diffusion process, it is in principle possible to predict the amount of robustness that
can be obtained. This is an advantage compared to the other two systems where robustness
cannot be predicted and has to be be tested.
The low computational complexity of the morphogenetic system allows compact imple-
mentation in reconfigurable hardware, such as the one that we carried out in the reconfigurable
POEtic circuit [67, 65]. According to the classification of Section 2 this is an intrinsic, online
and cellular implementation. The intrinsic cellular implementation of the morphogenetic
system is fast and possibly more robust than centralized sequential implementations such
as those done in specialized hardware or in software. In particular, development time is
constant regardless of the number of cells in the system. Online development is exploited in
the software model where we showed that it brings fault-tolerance, although the hardware
implementation does not yet use the fault-tolerant diffusion rules of Section 6.
10 Conclusion
We introduced a new classification of developmental systems for evolvable hardware. This
classification highlighted one category of developmental systems, intrinsic, online and cel-
lular, that has rarely been investigated, even though we argued that this category is where
most of the benefits of developmental systems lie (i.e. speed, implementation scalability
and robustness, inter-cellular and environmental interations that allow fault-tolerance or
adaptivity).
Subsequently we introduced a very simple developmental system and genetic encoding
suited for multi-cellular circuits called the morphogenetic system. This morphogenetic sys-
tem allows intrinsic, online and cellular implementations. It is inspired by gene expression
and cell differentiation. It can be implemented in a fully distributed way, and it assumes only
local communication between immediate neighboring cells, which allows it to be applied
to circuits regardless of their size. In addition it achieves low computational complexity: it
does not use multiplications, divisions, nor floating point operations. This makes it suited
for compact hardware implementation, and in particular we implemented it in a dynamically
reconfigurable bio-inspired electronic circuit. It was developed originally as the evolutionary
mechanism of this circuit, but it is suited for any hardware or software platform, and it can
evolve any kind of multi-cellular systems.
We found that the morphogenetic system was capable of evolving patterns of diversified
structures with relatively high fitness scores, and that it scaled better than a direct genetic
encoding on the patterns which were considered. We showed that the dynamics of the devel-
opmental system could recover structures of differentiated cells up to high fault rates. In appli-
cations which consisted of evolving networks of spiking neurons, the morphogenetic system
outperformed a direct genetic encoding in tasks of pattern recognition and robot control.
Future work may consider a number of improvements. Variable diffusion ranges may
allow more efficient evolution of phenotypic structures by letting long range signals shape
large structures while signals of shorter range take care of local details. Evolution may be
used to adapt the number of diffusers to the size and complexity of the phenotype. The
full potential of development is still to be explored. Development may take into account
environmental interactions to provide adaptation to new operating conditions, for instance if
cells are added or removed from the system. Also the current system relies on pre-defined
functionalities. It remains to be explored how new functionalities can be created or modified
by the evolutionary process.
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There seem to be two approaches to developmental systems. On the one hand supporters
of biologically plausible models of development claim that scalability and evolvability can
only be improved this way [49, 50]. However the level of biological realism is limited by
our still partial understanding of biological development [89] and the trade-offs between
biological plausibility and implementation constraints (e.g. limited silicon resources) and
evolutionary needs (e.g. fast evaluation of many candidate solutions). On the other hand there
are developmental systems which may be inspired by biology, but do not seek biological
plausibility. This second approach is a more pragmatic view of development [78].
The morphogenetic system is inspired by biology, but it is very far from any model
of biological development and it does not seek biological plausibility. Instead it focuses
on low computational cost and efficient hardware implementation. Still, its simplicity and
its performance in various tasks indicate that this “minimalist” approach does produce
interesting results and is worth further exploration.
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